In this paper, we present a novel all-solutions preimage SAT solver, SOLALL, with the following features: (1) 
Introduction
Preimage and image computations are important operations in formal verification. Conventional methods for computing images and preimages have relied on Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs). However, since OBDDs are very sensitive to the problem size in that the memory required can grow exponentially with the size of the function, the resulting BDDs can easily exceed the memory available. Although methods to improve variable ordering [1, 2, 3] and partitioning of the OBDDs [4, 5] have been proposed to reduce memory explosion, they inherently are still limited by space. To alleviate this problem, methods that are less vulnerable from memory explosion can be used. Such methods include automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) and satisfiability (SAT) solvers. However, because conventional ATPG and SAT solvers are targeted at solving a single solution, extending them to solve image/preimage will require that they return all solutions for a given initial state. A naive way of solving all solutions is by simply enforcing the solver to continue the search after obtaining each solution. However, this will result in temporal explosion, in which exponential time will be needed. Therefore, methods to overcome these hurdles will be crucial in the success of an all-solutions ATPG or SAT solver.
SAT solvers and ATPGs have their individual merits.
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While modern SAT solvers employ conflict-driven learning [6, 7, 8, 9 ] to dynamically learn from mistakes, ATPGs use testability measures and circuit structure to guide the search [10] . Instead of targeting both ATPG and SAT solvers, in this paper, we will focus only on SAT to extend it to efficiently solve all solutions.
A previous work has been proposed that combines the advantages from BDD and SAT/ATPG solvers [11] . A SAT solver is used to partition the search space first. Then, BDDs-based methods are applied to obtain all solutions in each of the subspaces. Note that this approach may still be limited by the space requirement of individual BDDs. Recently, quantifier elimination combined with a SAT-based solver has been proposed for symbolic model checking [12] . In a separate approach [13] , satisfiability cubes are generated to narrow the search space. In both of these methods, a new "block clause" [12] or "satisfiability cube" [13] is created as soon as SAT solver finds a new solution. The block clauses (or satisfiability cubes) are added to prevent the SAT solver from entering the solution spaces identified so far. In [12] the efficiency comes from maximizing the cubes by quantification, thus fewer literals remain in the block clause. For the rest of the paper, we will call this kind of learning Type-I success-driven learning, since clauses are added based on successes. Another recent all-solutions SAT solver [14] also adds solutions into CNF database. However, it uses Espresso to combine small cubes to form larger ones. In addition, an unsatisfied clause database is stored at each step to prune future searched space. Because storage of many temporary clause database requires large memory spaces, its learning may be limited.
On the ATPG side, an all-solutions ATPG by using a different type of success-driven learning to prune redundant search space was recently proposed [15] . Rather than using the solutions to form block clauses as in [12] , cutsets in the solution space are formed to narrow the search space. A free BDD is generated at the end, representing the computed preimage. Because this success-driven learning is different from [12] , we call it Type-II success-driven learning in this paper.
However, type-II success-driven learning in the ATPGcontext [15] also has its limitations. First, it does not have conflict-driven learning such as in modern SAT solvers to learn from mistakes. Second, it does not offer a method to quantify the primary input (PI) variables from the final preimage represented as a free BDD.
In this paper, our main contribution is on building an efficient all-solutions SAT solver for preimage computation, which we call "SOLALL". Many novel features are included in our framework in order to achieve this very challenging task. We note that these features can also be applied on image computation also, although we will focus on preimage computation in this paper. It uses type-II successdriven learning rather than "block clauses" [12] or "satisfiability cubes" [13] because we would not need to insert a clause for every unique solution obtained; instead, only cutsets for solution subspaces are computed and stored. Because the size of cut sets for type-II success-driven learning has a direct impact on the overall performance, we propose a new pruning method that results in smaller cut sets than those obtained in [15] , thus saving additional memory usage. Next, we combine type-II success-driven learning with conflict-driven learning via a marked CNF database to enhance its performance. We show that combining conflictdriven and type-II success-driving learning is a non-trivial task in this paper. In order to remove the PI variables from the resulting preimage, SOLALL uses a "quantified jump back" technique to dynamically remove the PI variables on the leaves of decision tree. In doing so, the search space that needs to be explored is also reduced. Finally, we present a practical method to store all solutions for the preimage into a canonical OBDD format, which helps us verify the result. Experimental results demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed approach for very large sequential circuits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives the preliminaries and search space reduction. Section 3 describes the optimized cut sets. Section 4 explains the method for combining conflict-driven and success-driven learning. Section 5 provides the practical method for removing PIs. Section 6 demonstrates how to transfer our result into a OBDD for future verification. Experimental results are reported in Section 7 and Section 8 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
Root In recent years, conflict-driven learning [6] has been added to enhance SAT solvers' performance. An example is shown in Figure 2 to briefly illustrate the basic concepts of conflict-driven learning [6] . In this figure, when the SAT solver encounters a conflict at node , after performing conflict analysis (which indicates the conflict is introduced by an error decision at node ¡ ), the SAT solver then backtracks directly to node ¡ rather than the previous-level node ¢ . This is termed non-chronological backtracking [6] . The SAT solver obtains a conflict clause from that conflict by a traversal of the implication graph and adds it into CNF database. Conflict clauses can allow the SAT solver to avoid future conflicts (when it enters the same conflict space again) and allow for backtracks sooner.
Conventional SAT solvers will stop as soon as they find the first solution
. If it continues to search the rest of the space, it can obtain all solutions given enough time. However, because many solutions can overlap, it is possible that different decisions in the decision tree can lead to the same search space. Using the same example shown in Figure 2 , the entire search space under point can be the same as search space under point . We can avoid re-exploring the search space by noting that the search state is the same, and simply add a pointer linking to [15] . Identification of the equivalence of space and is performed by computing a cut set in the circuit each time a new decision is made. Because the cut set under point is identical to the cut set under point , we can safely conclude that the solution space for point will be identical to that under . The added pointer between and is termed jump. All solutions that result from this process can simply be stored in a pruned graph that each leaf has either a solution or conflict. This graph is essentially a free BDD. This is why we call it type-II success-driven learning, as the learning is invoked by noting regions that contain solutions (successes).
Static & Dynamic Search Space Reduction
Similar to [16] , structural information embedded in the CNF can be used to enhance the variable selection. With the help of this inherent structural information, we just need to justify variables that belong to the corresponding Objective Cone. An Objective Cone for a given objective is the fanin cone from the target objective (primary output and next state variables). If there are several objectives, we can easily merge all the objective cones into one region. 
Proposed Cut Set Reduction
The observation that the same solution subspace (contains multiple solutions) can be reached multiple times prompted the use of type-II success-driven learning [15] . A cut set for the search state is stored so that it can check if the current search subspace has been reached before. In [15] , each cut set is composed of (1) in Figure 3 ). Note that there must exist X-paths from the each valued node at the frontier to the target objective.
In a circuit with a target objective, we will show that the frontier valued nodes in the objective cone (¤ This observation can be explained as follows. Initially, the objective variable is specified but unjustified because all nodes in the objective cone have not been valued. Because we select the variables according to the constructed circuit structure (explained in Section 2), we will always start selecting from the PI and FF variables; consequently, any newly valued variable # will always be justified. Although # may imply other variables to take on a certain value, the implied variables are also justified by # due to the method with which we select our decisions. Therefore, at any time before the entire CNF is satisfied, only the variable corresponding to the objective gate is unjustified.
Lemma 1 Only the un-valued PIs and FFs at the end of the X-paths from the objective can determine whether the objective can be satisfied.
Proof: We will prove this by contradiction. Based on Observation 1, the objective variable can be the only unjustified variable during the search process before a solution is found. Further, there exist a frontier corresponding to the current valued PI and FF variables. In order to advance this frontier, at least one of the PI and FF variables at the end of X-paths from the objective must be valued. If a valuation on all the PI and FF variables at the end of the X-paths from the objective neither satisfies the objective nor causes a conflict, then there must still exist at least one X-path from the objective node to a PI or FF. But since all PIs and FFs that lie on X-paths in the objective cone have been valued, there can no longer exist any more X-paths from the objective node to a PI or FF, thus a contradiction.
$

Proposition 1 The search space at any point during the search process needs to include only those nodes with at least one X-path to the objective.
This proposition follows from the fact that if a node, , does not have an X-path to the objective gate, then any value on will not propagate to any node that can affect the target objective node. Using Figure 3, 
Combined Learning
While conflict-driven learning in state-of-art SAT solvers can be very powerful, conflict-driven learning cannot directly combine with type-II success-driven learning in an all-solutions SAT solver. This is because the knowledge learned by conflict-driven learning can interfere with the computation of the cut sets for the search subspaces. We will use Figure 4 to illustrate this.
In Figure 4 (a), the cut set and decision variables are obtained after a subset of variables has been valued. It is possible that later, as shown in Figure 4 (b) , that the solver enters the same search space again. However, this time it may have learned more knowledge (implications) from conflictdriven learning via the added conflict clauses (shown by the 
Figure 4. Conflict Clauses Effecting
circle within the objective cone). Consequently, the cut sets that correspond to the same search space may no longer match any more with the previously computed cut set. This can significantly impair the success-driven learning. We solve this problem by a marked CNF database. All original clauses are marked at the beginning. Conflictdriven learning is performed on the entire database (marked and unmarked clauses); however, the conflict-induced clauses are never marked. By using only the marked clauses for cut set computation and next decision variable selection, the cut sets corresponding to the current search space will always be the same without being interfered by the intermediately implied values.
Remove PIs From Preimage
In preimage computation, we only want the FFs in our final solution, and the PIs should not be included in the preimage. In other words, two different solutions that differ only in the PI variables can be viewed as the same solution. In SOLALL, we select decision variable by favoring FFs over PIs. Thus, the variables near the top of the decision tree will belong to FF variables, while PIs are always lower in the decision tree. For example in Figure 5 , the variables inside the gray regions denote PI variables. Then, as soon as one solution is found that involves at least one PI variable, the solver can jump out of the corresponding gray area, and directly continue to search starting from the earlier FF variable. We call this Quantified Jump Back(QJB), which is similar with the work in [12] . However, QJB can further reduce the search space because not all solutions in the gray region needs to be fully explored for the preimage. In addition, it allows for the removal of PI variables on the leaves of the decision tree to save memory, and reduce total number of solutions as well.
QJB may not guarantee that all PIs will be quantified because some PIs may be implied early on by some FFs. . These implied variables are associated with their corresponding edges. Now we can simply remove implied PI variables on the BDD edges without changing the free BDD structure. (Note that the implied FF variables are still on the edges.) Those PIs in gray leaves are only those that have not been implied earlier, and via QJB they can be easily removed from the BDD. The final free BDD without PIs is shown in Figure 6 (b) . Clearly, the total number of solutions is the same for both (a) and (b) of the figure.
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Convert Free BDD to an OBDD
So far, all solutions computed are stored into a free BDD. Ordered BDD (OBDD) is a BDD in which variables on every path follow the same variables order. Although the size of an OBDD can be larger than a free BDD, OBDDs have many nice properties such as allowing the comparison of two preimage BDDs, etc. However, converting a free BDD into an OBDD is known to be a NP-hard problem.
In this work, we propose a simple and practical method to obtain an OBDD from the result of SOLALL. Given a variable order, SOLALL can be forced to select next decision variable accordingly. Finally, decision variables on all paths in the free BDD now have the same variable order. The free BDD we obtain in SOLALL can easily be converted into an OBDD using the following three-step process. Each step can keep the total solutions number unchanged.
Step 1: In Figure 2 , Since cut-set at is the same as the cut set at , we can simply copy all the sub-trees under cut set A to cut set B by converting the free BDD to a tree-like BDD.
Step 2: In the tree BDD, there may still exist implied variables on the edges of the BDD. These implied variables are pushed down to their corresponding position based on a given variables order. This is done recursively by pushing the variable down one level at a time.
Step 3: Finally, we convert the implied variables on the edges into BDD nodes. Since variables have been ordered in step 2, this BDD is the final OBDD. The OBDD obtained from the above 3-step process will preserve the correctness in the original free BDD. The proofs are lengthy and thus are omitted here.
Experimental Results
The proposed SOLALL is written in C++. All our experiments were conducted on 1.7 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512MB RAM, running RedHat Linux 7.3. The effectiveness of our proposed method is evaluated for the ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits using EG properties involving conjunction of 10 random flip-flops for circuits larger than s1423, while conjunction of 5 random flip-flops were used for the smaller circuits.
In order to compare the efficiency of the two types of success-driven learning, we build another SAT based solver with success-driven Type-I, similar to [12] , in which quantification on the solution is performed before adding the block clause into the CNF database. This solver is denoted as Type I, Our proposed SAT solver is denoted as Type II. We report results in Table 1 . For each circuit, the execution time and memory used are reported for each circuit for both Type-I and Type-II success-driven learning. Note that conflict-driven learning is also incorporated in both methods. According to the results, Type-I cannot complete for several of larger circuit, while our Type-II (SOLALL) can return all solutions for the preimage of all circuits. In addition, SOLALL is generally faster and uses less memory(exclude s1196); in particular, a maximum memory size of 14.1MB is ever encountered, and less than one second of execution are needed for all circuits. In the second experiment, we compared SOLALL with the success-driven learning ATPG engine [15] and a BDDbased approach [17] for 10 EG properties for circuit s5378. Table 2 reports the results. Again, execution time and memory used are reported for each property. Although SOLALL has not incorporated circuit testability measures, from the results it can be seen that its execution time is on the same order with [15] , despite that [15] uses sequential implication learning to prune additional search space. Memory usage for SOLALL is also less than [15] . When compared with BDD-based solver BINGO, SOLALL consistently performed better. However, note that BINGO fails larger problem instances, as reported in [15] , while both ATPG and SAT-based methods scale much better.
Conclusions
We have presented a novel and efficient all-solutions SAT solver, SOLALL. SOLALL can be applied to efficiently compute preimage. The search space combined success/conflict-driven learning. In addition, a method for computing smaller cut sets is proposed. Finally, a practical method to convert SOLALL results into an OBDD without PIs is given. Experimental results show that SOLALL is very efficient in returning all solutions and is also very memory-efficient. Application of SOLALL to large sequential circuits showed that SOLALL can successfully return all solution in less than one second. We believe this work holds potential for formal verification of large-scale sequential problems.
